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Bri dge wat er Wa ter is
Stil l Con tam ina ted ,
Last year Bridgew ater was :lead end. The tempora ry solution
'ecogn ized as one of 83 :0 this was to flush the water
at the
lv1assachusetts commun ities where :md of the street with the hydrant
.
he drinking water was believed to ,\11 of the problem s detected
have
Je contam inated with a chemica l )Ccured on dead end streets
with
:alled tetrachl orethyle ne suspect ed Jipe lines put in after 1968.
The
)f being cancer causing. At that time Nater superin tendent claims
that
10 solution was arrived at. At this :his is because
the water is not being
·ime, seven months later a partial -ecycled, it just sits there stagnan
t. If
;olution has been arrived at but no t were a circular road then
the
Ktion has been taken. The major ..vater would be recycled and
the
Jroblem that this solution present s ::hemical would dissipat e in volume.
s money. It hasn't been decided fhe water superin tendent
was
Nho should pay for the testing, the ;uPRose d to. have
papers on the
own or the state. There are 17 :>roblem sent to him by DEQE
by'
lreas where this problem is known Jet. 20 As of the 27th none
of
o exist and it will cost $100 per- :hem h~d arrived. The ;echniq
~e
nonth per area to test which brings': hat they will probabl y use·will.
be to
·he total to $1700 per month.
Jut a bleeder on the last house on
George Howlen of the DEQE :he dead end street to let the water
:Dep~rtment" of Environ mental :ontinu'osly flow until its under its
:::luahty Engmee rs) surveye d the :ontami nated 40 parts per
billion
3ridgew ater area and picked 9 areas eve!. The water superin tendent
test. Only one area .~as fo~nd :eels this is the easiest and cheapes
t
Nlth over 40 parts per bllhon whIch Nay, to solve this problem . But
the
s above ar: _acceptable level. This luestion remains · When?
:lrea was Alexand er Dr. which is a

.c:

by Gil Bliss
The Massac husetts State College
Associ ation, represe nting the
faculty at state colleges statewid e,
last Thursda y present ed a package
to their membe rs for ratificat ion that
culmina ted weeks of frustrat ion and
uncerta inty. The negotia ted
agreem ent passed by a four to one
margin, the same margin that
approve d a job action authoriz ation
vote weeks earlier. The terms of the
agreem ent provide for a three year
stagger ed raise, and the package
was passed as expecte d, as the
facutly were able to gain a long
overdue pay raise without being
'subject ed to internal dissensi on that
would have erupted upon the
initiation of a strike or other related
job action.
.
The matter now lies squarel y in
the lap of Govern or Edward J. King,
the sec\md time that a negotiat ed
agreem ent has reached his desk.
The first time, as most of you know, .
King refused to sign the pact,
forcing reopeni ng of negotiat ions
after much pressur e from the
facultv The union has recphled

assuran ces from King that hE! will
indeed sign the agreeme nt "without '
delay." Whethe r or not this occurs
remains to be seen. Either way, the
fall semeste r here at B.S.C. should
continu e to its finale uninterr upted.
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by Gil'· Bliss
Last week the class "International
Law and Organiz ation," sponsor ed
by the Politic al Scienc e
Departm ent, and taught by Dr.
Walter Adamso n, was treated to a
lecture on the rapidly growing field
of "space law." The guest lecturer
was Melinda Crane from Harvard 's
Fletcher School of Law and
Dipolm acy, where she attends a
program that will culminate in
advance d degrees in law and
international dimplomacy.
Ms. Crane is somewh at of an
expert in a field that is· now of
increase d interest to the world
community. Space colonization is a
topic of utmost in importa nce today
as both the u.s. and the Soviet
Union are rapidly proceed ing with
plans for industrial activity in space,
with particular U.S. emphasi s on th
"space shuttle" due to appear in the
spring.
.- - - - Another conside ration is that
most all of the minerals and
element s that appear on earth, also
appear in great abundan ce on the
moon, a fact not lost on the so-called
third world countrie s as well as the
major powers. Space law would try
to provid e guidel ines for
exploit ation of these" natural
resourc es similar to the agreeme nts
on exploitation of the seabed that
have been drawn up in t~e past few
years .
. Military conside rations also enter
into the picture as the super-p owers
test all sorts of military hardwar e
that can be shot into orbit around
the earth. The· Soviet Union has
already launche d many surveilla nce
satellites 'to try to keep up with
changing world political situations.
Ms. Crane proved to be an
informative and interesting s peak~r,
asnd the class apprecia ted her
insights on a subject that is new and

Ronald ReaR-an

R Aren a"

5243

on Spac e Law

~latively un~~plbred.
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o

Int. Law class
lectu red

President Jimmy Carter

E"lection Re su lts
Cl as s of 19 81 ~

Pr es id en tia l
El ec tio n
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Preside nt-Elect Ronald Reagan planned to meet in Los Angeles today
(Wedne sday) with his advisors to discuss the change of adminis trations
in January ...A process to which Presiden t Carter has pledged his full
cooperatio n. Reagan plans a full·scale news confere nce tomorro w.
As of 3:30pm, EST National Vote for Preside nt with 99% (177;240 out
·of 178, 597) of the precinct s reported : .
Reagan: Popular Vote;. 43, 098,_ 185
PCT: 51
Electora l: 489

Vi ce Pr es ide ntRobin D.G eor ges

Carter: Popular Vote: 34,763,386
PCT: 41
Electoral: 49
Anderso n: Popular Vote: 5,567,822

Se na te,

peT: 7

Electoral: 0
Reagan has.;wo n 44state swith 489 electora l 'votes. Carter has won~
states and the District of CoIumbia with 49 electora l votes.
.

.Gerard Dum as
Rep. John Ander son

Graphics courtes y.of College Press Service.
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Editorials
The eledivn of 1980 has made an impact on the political idealology of
America whose repercussions will be felt for years to come. In what 1TIay
be termed in the future as the "liberal massacre of 1980," the AmericC:ll
people sent to the White House the most conservative politician to
appear on l major party ballot since Barry Goldwater in 196_:. The wave
cif conservatism that has been building for the last few years culminated
in the ousting of a moderate president whose remedies to economic and
foreign policy proved unacceptable, and led to a new generation of
conservative legislators swept in on the coattails of Ronald Reagary. In
the midwes· .staunl=h liberal bulwarks such as Bavh. McGovern. Hart
and others are searching for new jobs today in what has to be interpret.ed'
as a repudia1ion of liberal policies, policies that have been dominant in
. Ihis 'coi.mtry since1he 60's, The fegacy -ora generalion OfStudenfactivisfn.
Even with the chance for implementation during the 70's, these'policies,
in the eyes of the people, have proved ineffective. One need only look
around this campus to note the change in student attitudes,a change that
reflects attitudes prevalent in st,ude:nt~' home communi~ies. _..
'
• ·What wilLrbe the result of these changes? Only time will tell,but maybe:/
it's
to examine
isst.ie5Tr6manewperspecflve~ cnange oaCKto
the "o'ld ways that made America strong" may provide relief from our
rapidly deteriorating situC'tion, but Hone is to look at our neighbors
'around the wot1d for example, let us hope that the conservative'
government in England is not reflective of the conditions to come,
Countries such as Australia, and France have returned to a more
conservative stance, with no immediate results as yet, and the trend is
exparidingbeyond thos~ countries. Our situation may be too far gone for
'a change in leadership"' to have any appreciable effecf, but at least the
conservative element will have their shot.
GWB

{Letters/
Furious About
Front Page
bear Editor,
.1 was g;eatly disturbed in reading

tne

Want to be a media
star?
Join The Comment
today!

Last week's lead story In The Comment stated that
the jaculty unipn here at B.S. C. is the AFSCME. In
jact, the union ~is the Mass State College Association
(MSCA) .

ili~w~ks~~e~~mp~~T~~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

headlines "Strike Called Off" is
extraordinarily misleading. First of
all, a strike was never planned, nor
has a strike been totally· averted.
What the iacuity union had planned
on was a possible JOB ACTION.
This does not mean STRIKE. One
only has ~o have read a recent issue
of The Comment to ,know that. I
thought the story that followed the
mis-leading headline was very well
wrTtten. However, it contained a lot
of false information. The November
1st deadline that was mentioned
was a target date for the Board of
Directors of M.T.A. to make some
form of decision as to what type of
"job action" was to be taken this
date had Gov. King not done
anything about the contract.
,(Which has been sitting on his desk
since July 1980).
Secondly, the teachers union is
M$.C,h/MJA.n~A.FS.C.ME.'
The later of the two unions still does
not have a contract and have also
First of all I would like to remind an-Comment staff members that there "..voted to take a job-action if
will bea mandatory meeting on Thursday, November 13th, at 11:00 in
necessary. The re·negotiations that
,the Comment Office. The staff will be asked to make nominations for the
'took place by the M.T.A. started
upcoming election of the next Editor-in·Chief of The. Comment. The
shortly after the M,T.A. Board of
nominations will stay open for two weeks and the election will take place
Directors were given the power to:
on Tuesday, December 2nd. Your attendance is important in order to
authorize-' a "job.action".
show some support for the person who will assume this position of great
Lastl~', .h?;d you compared the last
responsibility as of January 1981. There will be many issues and campus
contract wit.h the most 'recent one"
events that the next Editor will need your support in covering for the
you would .have found that there,
benefit of the campus. Some of the questions that corne to mind include; , exist·s very little difference between
how will the recent presidential election affect the direction of this
the two.
country and, in particular, our 'generation; what new curricular avenues
Therefore, I am-very sorry that
will Bridgewater S'l ate College be taking in the future; and what affects , you decided to "jump·the·gun" and
on Bridgewater Si ate College wl1i:theMass., Soard of Regents have
celebrafe so early, We've nothing to
When they are operating in full swing next spring. Please attend the
celebrate jilst yet. This contract
meeting on Thursday, and on December 2nd and show some. spirit for
must once again go before .Gov.
the new,spaper that you are a part of.
King for his'signature. What makeE
, Secondly, I would like to add that the entire campus can help me as
you think he's going to sign it? ThE
well as the next Editor·in- Chief of The Comment, and the Comment
union representing the Cleric a
staff, by strictly adhering to the. deadlines. that have been
workers and Maintenance worker~
instituted,referring to news-related items in particular: I am directing this
must still decide on just what kind c.
request toall· academic '. departments, administrative departments,
action the~: are going to take. D
student writers, and other campus organizations. One may think it is a
think G'ov. King is goingto sign thel1
simple task to type up one or two announcements or articles, but a build·
contract? (He's already refused to.)
up of lat~ material coming in on Wednesday afternoon or evening (our
Gov. King' has not signed the
production night) is a burden which carries a lot of aggravation and
Community College contracts or
makes a Sam completion time become a 6am completion time. Do not
the College Administrators union
wait! Submit news-related material by Friday at noon. In the future
contract. Do you think he'll sign
absolutely no exceptions will be made!!! Thank you for your
those?
consideration.
What I am trying to say .is. that we
SJA
are by no means Out of the Woods ..
They are getting thicker andthicker
... ~,.-.c~I~I""'t""'tl~.~'.-...cI~~..-.r,...... ~~.--.
...
each day and the simple statement,
STRIKE CALLED OFF is simply
not true. lam sorry about the affects
I have seen caused qy the story (re:
apathy) and the future affects. I have
two closing thoughts:
1. I hope that this story has not
lulled the entire student body back·
into a quiet non-ac,tive frame. of
mind. and
2. That The Comment will check
out all the facts before they print
sensational assumptive headlines.
F uriously,yours,
John E. Duncan
S.G.A. Treasurer
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Clinic Speaker Addresses the Deaf and
Hard of Hearing Child

IAnnouncements I

btl SvsaI) LeOni
'The primary purpose of physical
, On Thursday, November 13 at 8:00 in the auditorium there will be a rock
education for the hearing impaired
concert featuring "The Stompers and Private Lightning". Tickets wiil go
child is to encourage socialization
on sale for $4.00 in the Auditorium ticket booth on November 3rd
with peers," Mr. Alex Piccioli said
between the hours of 1:00 and 3:00. At this time two tickets may be
when he talked at the Children's
purchased per one LD. Sponsored ,by S.U. Program Committee.
Developmental Clinic on Saturday,
October 25. Mr. Piccioli is a physical
New Y o-rk City Trip
education teacher at the Bethany
The Arts For All Club is sponsoring a day trip to New York City on Nov.
Hill School for the deaf and
8. Sign ups are taking place now in the Art building. Cost is $16.00.
multihandicapped. He spoke on the
Payments must be made in full.
rubject of "Hearing Impairments
and their Implications for Motor
Development."
WRITING CENTER HOURS
The guest speaker began his
The Writing Center, located in Maxwell Library 238, exists to ?erve
discussion by explaining the five
anyone needing assistqnce with his or her writing. Whatever the problem,
classifications of hearing
staff in the Writing Center will help find a solution. T~e Fall; 1980 hours
impairments: mild, marginal,
are:
moderate, profound, and severe.
Monday: 9:00am-ll:00am, 2:00pm-3:00pm
Mild
refers to someone who may be
Tuesday: 9:00am-12:00, 1:00pm-3:00pm
hard of hearing, may need a hearing
Wednesday: 10:00am-ll:00am, 2:00pm-3:00pm
aid, or may need a -special seating
Thursday: 9:00am-12:00, 1:00pm-3:00pm
ass
Friday: 1O:00am-12:00, 2:00pm-3:00pm
Jor require special provisions in the
F eel free to drop in at any of the above items for an appointment. For
gymnasium to help him see the
additional information call campus extension 545.
teacher and his instructions more
~~~: .f~~~}~. ~:~~ .i~. ~t. ~?~. <;>~ ~~e .~~<?~~ .t~~~~.f?:.~~ ~?p.~i~~~~~t: .~~r
easily. Marginal referes to a slighly that some of the indications ot are all important considerations.
STUDY ABROAD
greater hearing impairment; this hearing impairment would bea Alex Picciali warns against
Dr. James Butler, President of Columbus International College in
person can hear conversation that is child's being inattentive, caulking overprotection of the children but at
Seville, spain, will be on campus on November 12, from lOam to ~2 noor:
no greater thatn three feet away. the head to one side, and the child the same time suggested, "You
in Conference Room 4 of the S.U. Students interested in developing
Moderate can be illustrated by having a necessityJor the speaker to should help the child accept his
Spanish proficiency and/or spending a semester studying abroad are
imagining aloud conversation, three repeat himself sometimes more limitations'." The key word,
invited to meet with DR. Butler for informal information sharing.
feet awaym that is heard only as a than once. Some children who therefore, in teaching the hearing
Interested faculty are also cordially invited.
• whisper. Those with this type of appear to be hyperactive children impaired is adaptability_ The guest
· ......... - - ... - - ............... '........ - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
imp air men t may 0 f ten be are in reality children with hearing speaker again emphasized the'
CHECK CASHING
incorrectly perceived as having a problems who are "trying to keep up importance of developingth~
S rudents are encouraged to open a rhecking account at any of the local
behavioral or learning problem. with the speaker visually." 'The socialization skills of the hearing
banks. The Student Union Information Booth does not have adequate
Those who have a profound hearing physical education teacher should impaired child. In connection with
funds available
meet the needs of the College community without
impairment are deaf; they reouire use as m u c h non - v e r b a I this, he also spoke about the placing'
some delay, and occasionally running out of cash during busy periods.
special training to develop speech communication as possible, Mr. of these children in integrated
Tllis is partially due to the large amount of money owed to the Student
and need to know as many non- Piccioli said when speaking about settings. In this case he said, "The
Union because rf chp.rks returned for insufficient funds.
verbal means of communication as some of the methods used in class should be aware ofthe hearing
Si~g'~~/.E~t~'rt~i~~~'i-"; th~' R~i
possible. The severely hearing teaching the hearing impaired. impaired child's problem." "As the
.Impalre
. d'IS th e f'InaI c Iassl'f'cat'
,On Wednesday, November 12, Singer/Entertainer "Marty Bear" will be
1
Ion --~ "These children rely mostly on their teacher," he continued, "Yeu set the
f
t th
h
d f d vision to learn and perform a example for the class." Mr. Alex
th
in the Rat at 8:3,0. A Mass license is required to enter the Rat. Sponsored
IS re ers 0 ose w 0 are ea an
.
. 1 t ramIng
.. t 0 Iearn a particular task and require as much Piccioli started the,. phys. i_cal
by the S.U. Program Committee
"
requIre
specla
language or means of communi- stimuli as possible."
In short} education program· at the Bethany
Baseball RaJJle Wmh~rs'
cation.
demonstration is very important in Hill School five years ago; and at
The following people were winners in the Baseball Raffle.
Mr. Piccioli continued his talk and the instruction of the hearing present; is the only physicaleduc
I-Terry Melvin Stonehill College-cdncert tickets'
stated that 35 out of 1000 children impaired. Al~o in terms of teaching ation instructor. Heworks as part af
2-Bill Drury Scott Hall-$25 gift certificate to Smudins
suffer some type of hearing methods, Mr. Piccioli said that the a team with school psychologists,
3-Susan Flanagan Shea Hall-$10 gift certificate to Music Store
impairment,,::XPu>, (tb~"phY9!!t~J,?",t~,ac~~r,s~~~;~ e_s.:ablis~a ;rapp?~~t,occuiJ.ationa\ . therapists a,nd
4-Monica Querzo!i Durgin Hall.;$l0 gif1;certificate,.toAngelos
'educatjon';i:h~truCt{jr)~'"maY'l:i€f'fl1e:.:~~i\~'~!::~,\i(~~f~~~dcd"');im(t'~~N$~Ji,';t~;(;Il1'~~:,~1~;I(!r~9:eNed"
5-Matthew Smith Scott Hall-$5 gift certificate to Julias
first person to find out about s!J ch a establish individualized· goals for his B.S. - degree in ·'Phy'sicaJ
Many thanks to those students who bought tickets to our raffle ~and
problem," he said. Alex explained each one as well. Get as much Education at Boston State College
information as possible about the and is in the process of earning his
congratulations to~he winners. Enjoy your prizes.-BSC Baseball Team ~
- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~ child. ''How does the child perceive Masters degree in Adapted Physical
you?; Where should he be seated?; Education at Bridgewater State
1
How much can he actually hear?" Colleqe
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Broad St., Bridgewater Center

A WISE AND CONVENIENT PLACE
TO SHOP FOR ACTION CLOTHING
AND FOOTWEAR!

D.C.'s

Wolverine

Nike

Baracuta

Dingo

Thom.McAn

Chic Jeans

Minnetonka
.
mO'ccaSlns

'Sassoon

Diane

Dickies

,So says the VA ...

WIZARD OF 10
By Brant ~arker

VETERANS DESERVE EDUCATION
AND REHAB TIAININOl HOME
LOAMS, lOW.COST UFE
INSURAMCE, CERTMN
SIIH••.
MEDICAL CARE, AND
OTHER BEN EfnS.
WIIAlIYER

HAPPEIIED
10, MEDAlS?

i

i

~............~:~~.........~

'Contact nearest VA office (check your
- phone book) or a local veterans .group_

Poet Dave Smith
to Present Reading
On November 17th at 7:30 in the
Student Union Demonstration
Room, the Program Committee will
present a poetry reading by Dave
Smith. Mr Smith, who currently
teaches at SUNY Binghamton, was
director of creative writing at the
University of Utah before coming to
Binghamton this year. He has
published several .booksof poetry
including Cumberland Station,
which won for him an award for
~xcenence from the American
lcademy and Institute of Arts and
Letters. His current book ,
Goshawk Antelope. is, according to
Don Johnson, chairmanofB.S.C.'s
English Department, "even stronger
. than Cumberland Station. Smith
draws you into a stark western
setting where he 'dramatizes the on·
going conflict· between life and
death, male and female principles,
love and hate. Goshawk is a
compelling bo~k in whieh poems are
constantly bouncing off one another
and yet eommg together to support

Y- ~ Y- Y..
T T T T

~

.....

-'-

~

a unified theme. I think Dave Smith
is the best poet writing in America
today".
"
Mr Smith will also be giving two
workshops under the sponsorship
of the Program Committee. On
Tuesday Nov. 18th from 1:30-4:00
he will be discussing poems
submitted by partcipants.
Wednesday Nov. 19th from 10:0012:00 he will be discussing the
current state of creative writing.
Both workshops will be held in the
Student Union Green Room. All are
welcome.
Dave Smith is one of the
outstanding figures on the
contempory .literary scene. The
author of four major volumes of
poetry, Mean Rufus Throwdown,
The F ish e r man's Who r e,
Cumberland Station and Goshawk,
Antelope, he is also a novelist with
his first novel, Oniyness, scheduled
for publication in the fall. Smith also
writes a regular poetry review
colume in the AItl?.I!.Lnn P()etrv

n~vlt:W.
Smith's poems have won for him
the Borestone Mountain Poetry
Prize, the Bread Loaf Writers'
Workshop Scholarship in Poetry,
an NEA Fellowship in Poetry, the
Sou'wester Poetry Prize, and an
award for excellence in literature
given by the American Academy
and Institute of Arts and Letters.
Poetry critic Helen Vendler says of
Dave Smith, "He is a poet of utmost
ambition and the utmost care; his
poems make other poems seem
loose, unfinished."
Sponsored by The Student Union
Program Committee. The open
poetry reading will be Nov. 17th at
7:30 p.m. in the demonstration
room. The Poetry Workshop -Bring
your own poetry on Novenber 18th
at 1:30 in the Green Room, and on
Nov. 19th at lOa.m.- Trends and
Contempory Workshops. Sign up
for workshops at the information
booth. Free to all.

4 BROAD ST.

2:00-The

Man &OyPu'EeNs_IO_6

Wed, Thurs & Fri-10-8
$at-10-6
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STUDENT DISCOUNT

Before Sale Is Rung In
.

. (Sqieitems and Markdowns Excluded).
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living

*,duded. BI Topics in Animal

We Do Custom

1:

of

oneepts of evolution, and levels of
dological organization are
181

~ehavior

-3crs, T,X 9:25-An
ltroduction to the study of the
lehavior of anima!s for the
lonbiology major. This lecture and
liscussion course will cover major
opics of animal behavior, including
: 0 n f I i c t b e h a v i 0 r, d ri v e s ,
notivation, stimuli, reflexes,
~arning, social behavior, migration
lnd biological rhythms. Emphasis
viII be given where applicable to the
elationship of animal behavior to
luman behavior. BI 212 The
3iological Environment-3ers., T,X
::OO-Emphasis is placed on current
md future problems associated with
nan in his environment. The
liological relationship between man
md other living forms is discussed in
erms of man's historical and
)resent role in nature. Topics to be
:overed include: various aspects of
)ollution, population and
mvironmental disturbances. BI
·71 Plants and Man-3ers., MWF
O:OO·A study of the value of plants
o mankind; special emphasis given
a plants used as foods, fibers,
..Imber, fuel, clothing, medicine,
)oison,. beverages, 'dyes, and
condiments. Field trips and
demonstrations will be offered.
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Specia-l This Week

~

The following Biology Courses,
Jithout labs, will fulfill GER's
;pring, 1981.
BI 110 Man and Nature: 3
rsMWF 11:00-A course tliat
1cludes consideration of humans
nd their role in the natural world.
-he structure and function of the
lifferent systems of a human being
s a member of the animal kingdom
Jill be taken up. Other topics
overed will include a basis for
mderstanding human reproduction
nd heredity, the human's role in the
,attem of evolution and human
intera'-t~~d with'th~ 'restot the living
.·nd non-living worrd. - '"BT n4-Basic
-Iorticulture-3crs, MWF 9:00-A
tudy of the interaction betwe.en
'ilant structure, function and
:nvironmental factqrs as they relate
a the growth and propagation of
ultivated plants. B1 170 Biology

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Jf. ~ ~ 'f. ~ ~ ~ ¥- ~ 'Ie ~ ~ 'I- ,~~tWm~~:cio~ou~~~~7~~s, ~-~W~

lA'N POU',.R· .· RI

~

Bio Courses-No Labs--To
Fill GER's

Back-To-School
Save on quality used furniture
BEAR BROWN'S
TRADING POST
461 Centre st.
Middleboro, MA
Call Anytime 947-7442

Desks, bookcases, chairs,
nightstands, lamps, bureaus, beds,
bedroom sets, couches, coffee &
end tables, televisions-color & b'/i W ,
sewing machines and refrigerators.

SPECIALS
'
Brass King-SizeBe~ Complete.

Lowrey Org~nGenze 44.Model .
j Many more Items .not lIsted!!!
~~i
Open Dally
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An no un ce me nt s
cpp WORK SHOPS
'
On the week of Novemb er 17th, Tuesday the 18th at 2:00 p.m.
on
resumes . And on Thur.sday the 20th at 12:00 p.m. also on resumes
.

. .. . 'A .RECEPTION "FoR ALi ENGLiSH 'MAJORS ....... , ,..

The English Departm ent invites all English majors to a receptio n
for
Dave Smith in the Formal DininQ Room on Monday Novemb er 17th
4:00. l~ot only will this be an opportu nity to meet t~e poet but als~~t
a
chance tor us to get togeth~r in an informal setting to diSCUSS the English
p~ogram, student ryeeds and plans for the future .

.. ,. ;i.jpANV·co'MiNG·EVENT$ FOR "THE·RAT'.···· -...... .

The bancd, The Rox, will perform in the Rathskeller thIs Wednes
day
Novem ber 6th from 8~ 12. Also, on Novemb er 'Ith there WIll be a .PIano
Bar with Bill Forbu~h from 4·7p.m., also in the Rathskeller.
. Coming up on Novemb er 21st and 22nd will be two consecu tive nights
of
entertai nmpnt Two Wav Street will pr~for~. on
21st and.
Ray Boston will perform on the 22nd. Both will be In the'the
R~t from 9·1 thiS
event has be~n sponsor ed by the S.U. Program CommI ttee.
CONSID ERiNG GRADU ATE SCHOO L '?
For student s conside ring graduat e work at Springfield College and/or
one of the following areas: Commu nity Leadership. and I?evelopment
Guidan ce and Psychological Service s
Physl~al Educat~on
Psychop hysical Movem ent
Recreat ion ~nd Leisure Service s
Rehabilitation Counsel ing
Teache r Educati on Mr. ~onaJd Shaw of
Springfield College Gradua te Admis~ions College will be here
on
campus to answer finy question s you mIght have ~:m the program s or
how
to apply. He will meet with interest ed student s In Confere nce Room
4·
Student Union Bldg. on Monday, Novem? er 17th at 11:00 a.r:n. Some
information is available in the Career Plannm g& Placeme nt OffIce.
ooL
"1981 WHALE: WATCH TRIPS." ..... The whale watch
trips are now open to all Bridgew ater St~te C~llege, faculty, student s
and
staff and the public. There are four tnps thiS year Thursda y, May
14,
'Friday May 29, Tuesday June 2 and Thursda y June 4, 1981. All the~e
trips depart the Provinc etown dock at 10:30 ~m. Cost per person
IS
$10.00. Additional information is posted outSide RoOl'p S11~ of
t~e
Science Building or can be obtaine d by calling me.or Mrs. D~VII:centls.
Last year's trips were again very successful, With ~ood slghtmg
s of
finbacks, minki, humpba cks and white-sided dolp~Ins We ~aw
a~
excellen t series of whale behavio r including lunge fe~dmg, breachm g,
tall
breachi ng and flipper flapping. I hope this ye~rs tnps ar~ even better.
When· you sign up please indicate If you are mterest ed m carpoolI
ng,
OUTRE ACH STUDE NTS!!!
A meeting will be heldThu rsday, Novem ber 13, 1980 at 11:00A ;M.mthe
',
SU Semina r Room, to review the course schedul e for next semeste
r.
.. Please join us. On Novemb er 20, the Catholic Center ~nd Protest~
nt
,Christian Fellowship will sponsor a day of Fast: Everyon e IS asked to
give
up lunch and supper that day.
will be a tabl~ at the·cafe
student s with meal tickets to signThere
up. The Food Service has agreedfor,
to
,give a sum of money for every meal ticket turned in. We would
L
appreci ate it, if the commu ters, faculty and staff would d':mloate t~eir !unch
money to help the cause. By fasting for one day, you are sharmg In
the
hunger felt by others. Your money will be spent in assisting the poorest
peoele in Asia, Africa, and Latin Americ a through Oxfam·America~

O
·lng Soon At A The atre Near You
pen
.
,
___ ___ ____==-_ ___ ___ ___ _---- ---_ :__
---- ---- -I
~

MAS SAC HUS ETT S NAT IONA L GUA RD
AND

ATTEN TION COMM UTORS :

MAS SAC HUS ETT S STA TE COL LEG E SYST EM
SPO NSO R

It you have the Col~
.
.
'
Insuran ce, your IdentificatIon Lara may be picked up at the Health
Service , Tillinghast Hall, 'at any time.
BIG SCREE N FILMS IN THE
RAT NOV. 10 & 12 at 5:00 p_m. Jackson Brown in Concert . NOV.
11 &
13 at 6:00 p.m. Animal House sponsor ed by the Student Union Prowam
.Commi ttee

Co lle ge Of fic er Re cru ittn ent Pro gra m
* FRE E Tuit ion

* Part: -Tim e Emp loym ent, Wee kend s, and Sum mer

STUDE NTS interest ed in STUDE NT TEACH iNG ABROA D ALL
i and
STUDY ABROAD should meet in Confere nce-Roo m 4 of the Student
Union on Wednes day, Novemb er 12, 1980 from lO:OOa.m. to
noon
for a general information session. Dr. Robert Freyerm uth12;00
from the
Center for Internat ional Educati on and Dr. Robert L Mogilnickiwill
review sites and procedu res for application. Individual confere nces
will
, be held from -1:00 p~m. to 2:00 p.m.
~

--

-

1""'--

-~-

INF ORM ATI ON TO ALL
ADVERTISERS

* Earn a Com miss ion as a Seco nd Lieu tena nt befo re
Grad uatio n
*T
·
h M
h
M

rain at t e . assa c uset ts ariti me Acad emy in
Read ing, Mas s.
~_
* Acq
Lead ersh ip and Man agem ent Skill s
* Careuire
er D. evel op'm ent
.

.---

De~dlines for all classi fied ads have been
chang ed to Frida y noon; howe ver, the
deadl ine for displa y adver tising is still M0!1day
.
at noon. Any ads subm itted after the,r
.r~spective deadl ine lflilt.be publi shed in the
follow ing

ISSU,e·

Ther e will be NO exce ption s!

' ..

THE ADVE RTISI NGM ANA? E!.
I_=«_~~_~-~~~~~-~~~~_~~~~~:H
=C~~~~~-~~~

617-252.-3138 '

Fairview Ave..
.Rehoboth, MA.02769
~

______________________________________________ ____--__--__________----~~
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PA INT ING S
DECEMBER 1, - DECEM.BER 19, 1980
The paintings of three young Boston artists will be on exhibit: S~san
BarQn,
JI)W Gol~smith, aDd.J?€t4a.r Rc,lllPoli.
'. :"",,, ..'/:' ".,
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PA INT ING
& DR AW ING
FEBRUARY 9, - MARCH 6,'1981

~

In this new series of acrylic painting and ink drawings Stephen Smalley
focuses primarily onimag esand associatiOJ1S that relate to Mediteri:l:nean
antiquities. Professor 'Smalley is Chairman of the Art Departm ent at
BSC.

WE AV IN G
MARCH 23, - APRIL 16, 1981
The .election of decorative _and functional weaving on exhibit wi!
represent the diversity of loom technique, fiber content and design
elem<?nts employed by contemporary New England handwe avers and
fiber artists.

•
I
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AR T FA CU LT Y

I

I
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APRIL 21, - MAY 8,198 1
T?e .ef<:hibit of the Bridgewater State College Art Depart mentFa culty
will mclude work by. John Droege, photographer; Joan Hausra th,
weaver; John Heller, Jeweler and ceramist; William Kendall. painter;
Larry PoHans, 'sculptor; Dorothy Pulsifer, ceramist; and 'Stephe n
Smalley, painter.
. '
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by Joe McDonald·
Nu' Disks, Lennon Resurfaces
John Lennon has begun recording his first album in five years(his last
being Rock and Roll}. It's called Double Fantas y and among the
musicians who are assisting John and Yoko are guitarist Earl Slick,
bassist Tony Levin, percussionist Ralph McDonald, session guitaris
t
Hugh McCracken, RoxyMusic drumm er Andy Newmal\k, guitarist Rick
Nielsen, drummer Bun E. Carlos and guitarist Robin Zander(all three
from Cheap Trick). Aerosmith produce r Jack Douglas is co-producing.
Speaking of Cheap Trick, they'have a new bassist, PeteCo mita. Tom
Peterss on left the band "by mutual agreement". The new version of the
group will tour following the release of All Shook Up, the band's sixth
album.
That multi-million dollar New Wave festival held in Toronto recently
was a commercial flop. However, there are already talks of a similar'
concert next year. The event, which drew between 85,000 and 90,000
people, induded Elvis Costello, the Attractions, the Talking Heads, the
Pretend ers, the 8-52's, and Rockpile .
. J. Geils vocalist Peter Wolf was attacke d in London recently while on
his way to visit a Rockpile recording session. Despite the black eye,
bruised ribs and head lacerations, Wolf refused to press charges
.
Meanwhile, t~ band is hard at work on it's next album which Wolf says
will be calle<:{ 'Let's Love Stinks Again like we did last summer".
Public hnage Ltd. vocalist Johnny Rotten was sentenc ed to three
months in jail by Dublin District Court, Octobe r 7. Rotten was charged
with kicking a bar manager and his assistan t after they refused to serve
Rotten(John Lydon) a drink. The 24-year old Irish born singer, who
pleaded innocent, was released on $1,757 bail pending an appeaL
Davia Bowie' has joined the Broadway cast of The Elepha nt Man. His
new album, Scary Monste rs,is his first in several years.
Deface t4~; Music, the new disc from Todd Rundgren and Utopia,
• pays a light hearted tribute to the Beatles. The songs are originals
but
bear the unmistakable BeatIe earmark s.
Rumor has it that Bruce(the Boss) Springsteen may produce Stevie
Nicks solo album. Expect "nu-disks"(lO-inchers) from The Clash, the
Yardbirds, Rick Nelson, and Gary Glitter. And did yOU know that the
cover of Melissa Manche ster's new- album was inspired by the 1932
movie poster for "Blonde Venus" which was inspired by the V~nus
DeMilo?·Do you-care?
AC/DC had a few problems recently at Cincinati's Riverfront
.Colliseum(site last years' Who massacre). The city sued to stop the
concert~arguing that there would be too many people
in the area of the
arena -b~cause ali exhibition football game was schedul ed for the same
.night at Riverfront Stadium. Judge Robert Doan denied the request and
both .the game and the c;:oncert went off without a hitch.
On Monday, Septem ber 1, National Lampoon founder and the writer
Qf,tQ.e.Jilms Animal Housea ndCadd ysltack ,Doug. Kenney ,tvas found
dead on the Hawaiian Islands., Kenney, who fell of a cliff while on the
island of Kauai'; was 33.
,
.
Be here next time for more news, reviews and a commenJary or
two.
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On exhibit will be patterned fextiles from Peru and Bolivia collect.ed by
Edward and Christine Franquemont, both weavers and anthropologists
.
The Franquemonts have spent many months in Peru with Andean
weavers, studying the traditions, processes, and designs of the weavings
on exhibit.
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We avi ng Wo rks hop
A day long w~rkshop in Peruvian pick-up weaving will be held at the'
Art Center ~ Bridgewater State College, on November 16, I?~~. The'
workshop has been schedul ed i'n conjunction with an exhIbItion
of
"Andean Weaving" currently on display on the Gallery of the Art ~enter.
Participants in the workshop will be introduced to the design. and
technical traditions of Peruvian weaving by Ed Franquem~:mt,
anthropologist and weaver. Worksh op fee is $18.00 and no prevIou
s
weavir;tg experience is required; The workshop is being sponsor ed by the
Duxborrow Handweavers' League. For more informatIon, contact : Prof.
J0'tn Haurath, Art Department, BSe 697-832~, ext 249 .

With this issue the first serious adventure strip in the historv of The Comment begins The strip is a taie 0. - ,. - .' , .h
' . , parao!::>€' tost ana t e attempts to
restore a balance to it.

Weavers/Anthropologists
To Speak at BSC
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RED RYDER REVIEWED

"Andean Weaving," an exhibition of handwoven patterned textiles
.from Peru and Bolivia is on qisplay in the Art Center Gallery,
Bridgewater State College, from October 26 through November 27,1980.
Arranged by anthropologists, Christine and Edward Franquemont,
these remarkably beautiful textiles are presented within the context of
the folk art and cultural traditions in which they were woven.
Accompanying the textiles are typical examples of Peruvian weaving
implements, back-strap looms, and photograph depicting women of the
Andes weaving garments based on designs and techniques derived from
Pre-Columbian sources.
"The World of the' Chinchero Weaver"r a slide-illustrated lecture by
Edward Franquemont will be presented on Monday, November 17, 1980,
at 4:00 pm in the Art Center, Bridgewater State College. Trained as
anthropologists at Harvard University, the Franquemonts have spent
many months since 1976 living, working, and weaving with the people of
Chinchero, Peru. Based on their study of the distinctive Andeanheritage
of this mountain community, the lecture will focus on the function of
textiles with the past and present Andean society, the education of the
weavers as traditions are past from one generation to the next, and the
economics and future of Andean weaving.
The Art Center Gallery hours are Monday through Friday, 9:00 am to
4:00 pm. The Lecture is open to the public and a,dmission is free.

New Coffeehouse Opens
"Off the Common" Coffeehouse and Performing Arts Forum, located
in the Parish Hall of the First Unitarian Church, on School St., next to the
Arts Center on lower campus, in Bridgewater has scheduled its'
November program of music and events. "Off the Common" sponsors
coffeehouse nights, concerts, and entertainment programs, featuring
the best sampling of area musicians and performers: "Off the Common"
is regularly 9pen on Saturday evenings, and all donations go towards the
scheduling of future events. (Donations $2.00)
.
The November schedule features a variety of music and performers.
All of the scheduled programs will take place in the Parish hall of the First.
Unitarian Church, on Saturday evenings, beginning at 8:00 p,m.
On November 8,'folksinger and contemporary songwriter, Jim
Monahan, yvill appear in a coffeehouse evening of original and
contemporary folkmusic, along with Glen McLean, another area singer
and musician.
,
01'1 November 15, Vic Witherspoon will be featured in a special
evening of traditional blues and traditional folkmusic.
'On Nov~mber 22, the well known duo of Margo and Marianne, Boston
area singers and songwriters, will perform a coffeehouse evening of
contemporary and original music.
"Off the Common" is a volunteer, non-profit organization committed
to offering a stage and forum for the best of local and area musicial)s,
songwriters, and performing artists, Ifanyone is interested injoining "Off .
the Common" and becoming a part of the programming and planning of
future events, they may attend the next organizational meeting.

Boston Ballet is Coming
The Boston Ballet Ensemble will be in Brockton. on Sunday,
November 16.at ip.m., it was announced today.' The performance is
being sponsored by Brockton Community Schools, and will take place af
the Brockton High School Auditorium. The program which promises to'
be 'exciting, includes the following pieces:
"Peter and the Wolf," the lively children's story about a little boy ner
who captures a wolf, despite his Grandfather's warnings, ope,ns this
program.
"Tarantella," q witty and quick paced pas-de-deux with an Italian
theme will dazzle and delight' all present.
"Sailin Aweigh," a new ballet by Boston Ballet principal dancer, Tony
Catanzaro, travel through time, from the old courting dances, jigs and
sea chanties to the more modern, high kicking, popular sailor tunes. It is
a lively ending to a wonderful program.
, Tic'kets for the ensemble' performance are on sale at the Brockton
Community School Office and'are priced at $3.00 for,Aduits and $2~00
for Students and Senior Citizens.' Mail orders will be han.dled if cneck ane:!,
self addressed stamped envelope are mailed to Ballet -Tickets, Brockton
Commynity Schools, 43 Cre~cent Str~E;lt.,. S"rockton, Ma. 02401.
I

by Jeff Feingold
WHEN YOU COMIN BACK, RED
. RYDER
Scene: Southern New
Mexico, end of the 1960's. A glowing
orange backdrop suggests the hard
dusty. earth, the arid atmosphere.
Into a dingy diner strolls Stephen, a
Tshirted, slick-haired, dreamy-eyed
punk-rebel with visions of '!'nacho
glory. These visions come down to
him from the myriad macho myths
epitomized by the legend of
gunfighter Red Ryder. Next comes
a procession of characters from
Stephtan's dingy home town: Lyle
Striker, who owns the filling station,
Richard and Clarisse Ethridge, well,
.off snobs, and Teddy, the crazed
Vietnam veteran. These characters,
in their pitiful self-delusions and
wants, are the reason for Stephen's
romantic illusory escape into macho.
myths. In the following action of the
play, Teddy, hoping to get across
the Mexican border, holds up the
dingy diner. While keeping
everyone at bay with his revolver, he
proceeds .to insult all the other
characters. His insults cut to the
heart of each of them. Teddy
himself is well acquainted with·the
legend of Red Ryder. He is more
under its spell than Stephen and,
consequently, plays with people
directly and without discrimination:
He pummels Stephen, mocks the
Ethridges and ev~n tells his

.
.
girlfriend, "Well, you're functional energy, incisive wit and often
too."
Final'!y, Teddy, his unrestrainableviolence. The
transportation arranged, takes off performance was laudable. The
for better territory. Stephen, after role, however, was trite, even
confrontation with Teddy, shucks superficiaL The role of the crazed
off his romantic delusions and, Vietnam veteran has been over·
having made a resolution to live .explored on the stage and in the
without them, gets out of his dingy cinema. The playwright, Mark
town. Teddy, the living exponent of Medoff, has nothing n~w to say
the Red Ryder type, the precursor· about such a character. Teddy
to the Wild One, has served as the seems to have been employed
catalyst for Stephen's initiation into merely as a functional device to
maturity. After Stephen exits from initiate and sustain the' action of the
the diner, Lyle Striker, shuffling play. But regardless of this criticism,
across the stage.to speak to the Cassidy's performance was
waitress, reveals his lontiness in a energetic and enjoyable.
1
touching last moment of the play .. particularly enjoyed Kerri-Ann
His. failure (along with the other Rock's performance as Angel, the
town characters), to escape from undesired waitress with a thing for
the futility of his life emphasizes Stephen. Her Southern accent and
Stephen's success at escape. All the her coyness were delectable. I have.
performances in this play were done difficulty assessing the performance
well, but Richard Camuso as Striker of Karl Wiedergott, largely because·
and David Cassidy as Teddy were he occupied less stage time than
impeccable. Camuso was able to Teddy, and consequently was
suggest the self-acknqwledged upstaged. In what we did see of him,
defeat--the age-of Striker merely by however, his acting was notable. He
his slow sad shuffling across the evoked the dreamy youthful rebel
stage. His unsure body movements, effectively. In view of the limitations
his cautious facial expressions (he of stage time that necessitated
looked as if afraid ~e would be cutting the original script
struck), and his quiet modulated conSiderably, WHEN YOU COMIN
voice evoked the pity his charaCter BACK, 'RED RYDER was an
deserved..
David Cassidy, as ad.mirable, and certainly an
Teddy, was the extreme opposite of enjoyable play.
Camuso's Striker-ofull of raw animal

PERSON
YOURSELf ...PROFILES
This is an invitation. An invitation to one

of Bridgewater State College's Ensemble
Theatre's newest, most innovative,
exciting musical revues ever!

WE ASK YOU TO: COME
SEE·

FEEL: the LAUGHTER
the TEARS
as some of Bridgewater's finest
performers display everyday roZes in an
ingenius fashion.
BRJNG a friend and join us for the event
on November 12 and 13 in the Student
Union Dem. Room at 8:00 p.m.. Admission
is free.
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B.E.5. T. Workshops
Commentary
Planned

The opinions expressed here are those of the author and not
representative of the 'opinions held by The Comment Editorial
Board.

The
B a 110 t
Box
by Tom Gregg

If your think "seperation of church and state" means that religion has
o stay out of politics, the current election is probably driving you up the
JaiL This is the year of born· again politics; the fundamentalist Christians
.f America are making their voices heard, and they're throwing their
up port to right wing candidates for office at all levels of
!overnment. There may be as many as thirty million "born·again"
:hristians in the United States--a formidable black of votes the : las been
Jaiting to be organized and directed. These people generaiiy oppose
.bortion, ERA, gay rights: they tend to favor a reduction in ,he size of
:overnment, increased military spending, a firm line towiwds the Soviet
Jnion. If this sounds familiar it aught to, since it happens to be Ronald
~eagan's campaign litany--and he has made the most 'or thIs fortunate
f)incidence. Now, there's nothin~ wronQ with anv of these Dolitical
positions--a person has a perfect right to propose the Equal Rights
Amensll1]eflt or to g~n9unce abortion. Both law and custom guarantee
he free exercise of political liberties in America. Ana a person is equally
~ee to base his political opinions on any ground that seems best, be it
noral religious or whatever. This is the essence of liberty-:no one can tell
au hoV\ to think. Nor has religion been excluded .from our political
Irocess in the past. You have only to remember William Jennings Bryan
Ir the Rev. Martin 'Luther King to be reminded that religion can be and
las often been a potent factor in American politics. This year's liberal
lutcry against the fundamentalist Christians' growing pdlitical power
lcks both historical and legal validity. It is worth recalling that, ,""hen
triests and nuns became inv.olved in the anti-war movement of the 1960's
nd 70's, the liberal establishment cheered them on. The liberal's
.'" 1te'Senft.>bJ~etTohstor~1'igtou'Sad\bn on the rlsht 1S purely political. So
here seems no doubt that religion has a right to get involved in politics; it
emains to inquire how desireable such participation actually is. Answer:
tot very, especialty when it assumes the form taken by the Christian
ight in this election year. When it comes to abortion, gay rightr,.ERA or
he threat to the family, r.eligion obviously has something to say .;'YoiJ "may
lot like what religion tells you about such issues, but you have to admit
hat they are legitimate concerns of religion--matters of faith and morals,
s the Catholic Church likes to put it. But what about the other group
If issues: government, defense, foreign policy? It isa strange function of
eligion that i!ientjfies a big increase in military spending as a moral issue.
How can a follower of Christ be in active favor of war? And how can a
church describe efforts towards. a more peaceful world as "sinfuI7-for
hat is what the Christian right is doing~praTn·and-simple. The leaders ot
he Chrisian right is doing, plain and simple. The leaders of the
:hristian right have answers to these questions, but they are
onvincing. What they are really trYing to do is· most da
,reemptthe free and private political choices of their toll,owlers
.ppeal to faith. This is shabby stuff, and it has no place in the
lectoral process. But our system perfl)its it, and there is nothing to do
xcept to suffer in silence as these so-called men of God give their
,lessing to the engines of death that pile up during an arms race. Jesus
aves, baby, and 50 does the neutron bomb.

un I hlu :::.day evening, Oct.3U, a
neeting of the B.E.S.T. Advisory
:ouncil was held at the Maxwell
.~. Librctry. Chaired by S.G.A.
Jresident BiIrMullen, '"the Council
,vorked to set goals and define
ndividual tasks for the campaign.
B.E.S.T.-Bridgewater Energy
3avings Task-IS -a co"inbination
3ridgewater State College and
:ommunity sponsored project
. nvolving an intense eight week
)rogram designed to provide all
nembers of the Bridgewater
:ommunity with a series of
vorkshops on energy saving
mprovements that they can easily
10, The kick off date for the
vorkshops . which are planned is
1J'0vember 13. At the time, many
tE.S.T. trained leaders will present
hese valuable workshops, lasting
rom 40 minutes to one hour, to a
lariety of groups in the Bridgewater
Ireas. B.E.S.T. coordinators Keith
~enoit and Bill Mullen stress the
!xcellent cooperation in promoting
his project between members of
he community and Bridgewater
;tate colege.
The Bridgewater
~ a a'r d 0 f S e I e c t men has
manimously voted to support
tE.S.T, The next meeting of the
\dvisory Council will be held on
~ovember 6' at 7:30 at the
~rjdgewater Town Hall. Anyone

~

"

S.G.A .. President Bill Mullen announces workshops to begin November
13th .

.
lterested in helping with this
lnovative and tim(">J~1 project,

,lease contact Bill or Keith at the
. S.G.A. office.

\Announcements\
YEARBOOK STAFF
If you can draw, photograph, write; if you like sports, theatre, academics;
if,.you like social life, or just generally living, join our staff. The BSC
Yearbook is in need of an Assistant Editor in Chief, representatives, or
general staff persons. Stop by the SGA, fill out a form so we can get in
touch with you.
RA THSKELLER HOURS
The new Rathskeller hours are;
Monday-Thursday 4-11:4..>
Friday 4·12:45
Saturday 8-12:45
,
Sun~ays 1-7:00 football on the Big Screen
after Home football games; 3-6:00pm
The Rathskeller provides a variety of entertainment, sports and movies
on the Big Screen TV as w~1l as a variety of domestic and i'TIported beer
and wine, pizza, salads, subs, and more·

UPCOMING GRADUATE
AND PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL ADMISSIONS
EXAMINA TLONS
,>

F or seniors considering further graduate education next year, there
are several tests usually required of applicants. Several of those that
you should be aware of this semester: Graduate Record
Examination, December 13th; Law School Admissions Test
December 6th; Graduate ManagementAdmissions Test, Janu~ry
24th (Dec. 3rd, deadline); National teacher Exam; November 8th and
the· Foreign Service Officer Exam, December 6th.
In most cases, application dealines are 3-4 weeks before the test dates.
For information and applications on these and other tests visit the
Career Planning and P!acement Office,
'
. . . . . . . . - - . . . . . ~ . . . . - - .. - . . . . . . . . . . -

.. ' - - . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -
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Why
. Work Overseas?"
"Why would you want to work
overseas?" during my·. hours spent
working as a student intern at the
Center for International Education,
I have often heard the placement
coordinator ask.this question of an
applicant for an overseas teaching
position. Imagining myself in the
position of this applicant, with little
or now work experience abroad, I
have come up with my own answer.
Obviously, I would like to see a
new country: explore the landscape
photographed in a travel brochure;
visit the castles and cathedrals that
I've only seen pictured in my history
books; listen to the people talk in a
different language, maybe even pick
up a few words. It all sounds very
romantic.
.
However, one can't overlook the
realities of accepting an overseas
teaching position: separating from
friends and relatives for two years;
developing new routine of daily
commuting, shopping,. and work
habits; learning to enjoy different
forms of recreation; dressing for the
new climate; eating the regional
foods. at unaccustomed mealtimes;
meeting the cost of iiving with a
strange currency.
So why would '1 want to work
overseas? Why not just pick up a
vacation brochure and spend the
eight days in a foreign country,
meals and tips included?
I think the answer lies in a basic
curiousity about people and their
culture. Not too long ago I escorted
a visiting educator from Poland on a
tour of the Buzzards Bay area. The
professor was fascinated by the
wide variety of goods. in Angelo's
Supermarket, particularly in the
produce section. He explained that

Work
in Poland apples are grown
domestically, oranges and bananas
are imported, blJt other fruits
remain scarce. Beef, likewise, is not
plentifuL
I also took the professor into
King's Deparmtment Store, where
he found the markdowns confusing.
In Poland, the stores are
government-run, and therefore the
prices among the various
merchants are fixed.
When I took the professor to
Grandma's Restaurant, he.
responded with pleasure to his first
Boston creme pie. This led irito a
discussion .of meal habits in·Poland.
. The Polish' -people -'e~t breakfast at 7:00 a.m, leave for their
jobs, and eat a "second breakfast" of
sandwiches at iO:OO a.m. No lunch
hour exists, but the workers go
home at 3:00 p.m., after which they
make up for what the American
would consider his missed noontime
meal. By the time we finished in the
restaurant, we had run the gamut of
conversation, touching. on topics
like politics, economy, and industry ..
the point of interest during this.
informal interview lay in the
professor's reaction to our'
Ame.rican culture, comparing and
contrasting it with the customs of
his own country. In turn, his
reaction made me realize the value
of imports, such as ba'nanas and
oranges from the tropical countries;
lhe abundance of beef in America
and its popularity in the fast food
restaurans; the influence of our
eating habits in creating the lunch
hour at work and school; the
freedom to raise or lower prices in
our private enterprise system and
its influence in ~timulating
competition. [n alL mv discussion

Overseas?
with the professor created a means
th~ough which I could also compare
and contrast the American culture.
I think that this is where the value
of international ~education lies.
Often we Americans become so
,wrapped up in our own way of life
that we think a MacDonald's
hamburger can be found anywhere
in the world. Yet how can this be if
Poland, for instance, does not have
a plentiful supply of beef? We begin
to realize that the rapid growth of
fast food chains depends on the
availability of beef and potatoes and
that we owe our pleasure in neatly
wrapped hamburgers and French
fries to the cattle rancher and Idaho
farmer in our American Midwest,
not to mention how we depend
upon the natural resources of that '
area, land suitable for cattie and
crops, climate conducive to growth.
Then consider the importance of
railroads and interstate highways in
order to distribute those goods, and
we realize the value of a widespread
transit system. All this we begin to
understand because a Polish citizen
mentioned the scarcity of beef in his
country.
If informal conversation with a
foreign visitor lets us view our own
American cultur~ through the eyes
of another culture, how much more
can working- overseas force us to
make an even deeper comparison?
Actuallx living among a new people,
seeing that their ways are not our
ways, discovering that their land is
not suitable to growing the fruits
which we take for granted it! our
American supermarkets, learning
that a South American country
prizes coffee and citrus fruits as a
vital link in their economy, whereas
the American rarelv values these

Cheryl: Best of luck in student teching. When
are you moving in? I'rrisure there'sroom. Luv,
Karen.
Yank: Yes there is a personal for you. So how
is cheering going? Don't forget, the.weather is
getting colder, so that heater beller bean next
time. If you guess who wrote this you will get a
big surprise.

commodities as much more than
items on the breakfast menu.
Experiencing another culture
forces insight into the·· natural Shark: IfI get to be HOmecoming Queen, can I
resources available in another have first short at the annihilation of a certain
country and the value placed upon person? If not, you can have first shot,l get the
those resources, not to mention the rest..Lou.
value placed upon cathedrals,
Lou·-You can have anything you want. I'll give
castles, paintings, folklore, and all you a commission, too! If I survive next week
the heritage which contributes to we must go out to party. [ am going to put you
the way a culture presently lives. in charge of the cquch: NO undesirables will b .
Living in another culture by working allowed to park theirs on it! Love, your loca!
overseas makes us aware of advertising expert.
differences and similarities between
cultures, forcing us into deeper To everyone on first floor Shea except the girls
comparisons so that we wee the in 123 who play their music too loud/too late:
origins of all culture, and thereby get o~t! Signed, a casual observer.
learn to comprehend American Qui: If the ground hog does not see his shadow
culture. thed greatest value· of six weeks from today, you can go home and
working overseas lies in gaining this pat your kitty.
Lustfully yours, Dr.
basic insight into the way our own Leibschenn.
.
American people live.

personals

To whomever, if you've got Howie' s
sonality and sense of humor; Wayne's
hands, Charlton'S charm and wealth, Ted
Turner'S armada, or a reasonablB facsimile
thereof, please come. Zipperhead.

~ocky, Hawk, Q, Reags, Mush, etc. I know
;ou guys are gonna·write crap about me ogter
::1st week. But, I'll take it like a man and get
~evenge. Love always, Whitey a Muffdiver at
1eart. (after)

To the guy in 320 ..How was the. parties
Thursday night? Maybe you should have stuck
with the playboy magazine! Charl!'!)i was sure
having fun with it. P .S. Have you found a
rooml11ate yet?

fa Miss Lovely,sweet baby jane,· You're such
:l. lovely sweet woman. Now I realize that
there is truth in your narrie.I'm hoping to getto
·mow you better and 1 hope you feel the same
JJay I do. I admire your beauty to its extent.
A.ffectionately, KC

Scott- Pippin was superb! You had the best
leap on stage. Love the way you move it. hog, . hog. You're a "10" if I ever saw one. Seriously.
you're a pal. Can I borrow your red pantyhose
Sat. night? I want to see the ROCKY Horror
Picture Show.hoS, hog.

Danny G, Happy Birthday to You, Happy
Birthday to You, Happy Birthday to You, etc.,
etc., etc., Have a good one! Love, Debby

Dan liama!:ho, Happy Birthday Stud. Only
one more year before life really begins. Happy
19th. Love, Cullen. P.S. Don't forget to see
Midnight Traveller, Ballroom Thurs. Night

Dearest Danny, Happy 19th birthday on 10/25
you sexy thing you! It's been an experience
knowing you. Nudge, nudge, wink, wink, say
no more! Love. and sex:, The Annes

Dan G· Happy b·day you big hunk of mail.
• Hope you have a great time. Love. Diane

The StudenfUnion
NEEDS YOUR HELP!
to stay the
"BEST IN~ -THE EAST"
Support the proposed fee'

increase by voting in the
referendum on

Wednesday, Nov. 12 9:00 to
4:00
(Near the bookstore)
Help us provide the facilities,
programs, and services you deserve!

An In/ormation' TableWillBeIn
The Foyer To Answer
Questions On Th,e'Issue!
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__________

BEARS BACK ON WINNING TRACK, 21-3
by Dusty Chapeau
The Bridgewater State Bears
survived a spectacular aerial
passing attack and picked up their
fifth victory in seven games by
defeating Curry College 21·3 on the
Colonels home turf.
B.S.C. had some troubles early
against the winless team from
Milton but weaseled out of come
tough defense jams to take a 7·0
lead. Curry Quaterback Steve
Leach, who passed for over 300
yards on the d?lY, keyed early CC
drives which ended with missed field
goals.
Bridgewater was unable ro score

on their first drive also but bounced own 20 and sparked by a 30yd jaunt
back on the strength of funning by by Lupinski the red men once again
backs Mark Shawnessey, Mike came down tothe goal line. On
McGrath and Chris Lupinski. QB second down and goal from the 3
Kevin Cobban hit Ron McCarthy on McGrath followed a devastating
a ten yard strike before consecutive Eugene Griffin block into the end
gains by Shawn~ssey and a 15yd. zone for his second T.O. and it has
penalty brought the ball inside the BSC in the lead 14-0. The Colonels
ten. From there it was power took the kickoff back to midfield but
fullback McGrath who bulled over fumbled on the following play and
from the six.
_ Dave White scooped up the loose
Curry came rigM back with a ball.
flurry of passes· including a 30yd.
Two plays later QB Cobban faded
screen play which took them deep back and lofted a bomb to split end
inside BSC territory. But once again Ron "Ali" McCarthy who streaked
the place kicker missed (he was 1 for to a 46 yard TO.
4) and CC lost the baiL
The Bears defense was able to
Bridgewater took over from their keep Curry out of the end zon~ but

got quite a scare when a CC punt
returner broke down the sideline
behind a huge wall of blockers and
appeared to be off to the races. But
as he crossed the 5yd. line punter
Dave Hickey dove past an ensueing
Colonel blocker and made a
TOsaving shoe-string tackle to save
the day.
The win upped the Bears record
to 5-1-1 and sole possession of
second place in the New England
Football Conference.

outstanding. White had just
returned from a severe ankle sprain
to make several clothesline tackles.
The offensive line of Eldridge,
Kiley, Bailaggeron, Ackerman and
McCarren also received high praise.
Other standouts included backs
Lupinski,McGrath and Cobban.
The game ball was presented to
injured linebacker Rich "Wolfman"
LeBlanc who unde'rwent knee
surgery earlier in the week. The
team wishes him the best of luck and
a speedy recovery_

Coach Mazzafero noted - the
defensive efforts of end Peter Lacey,
This week BSC faces John Rogan
tackle Bob "Pino" Colangeli,
defensive back· Tim Millerick and and the Boston State Warriers in
Co-capt. linebacker Dave White as another N.E.FC. Clash.

INTRAMURAL/RECREATION NEWS
I would like to take thi$
opportunity to reintroduce BAIRS
to the campus community as the
Bridgewater Association for
Intramurals, Recreation and Sports.
This is a coed student organization,
composed of three councils,
. responsible for three areas of
intramurals, recreation, and sports.
The elected council members hae
been busy organizing a number of
activities for tli'e student body, but
they need input from you, thf?
students. What kinds of activites
would . you like to see on this·
campus? Have you any suggestions
for the intramural program? What
·.,.k~d$~5>f,r~9r.ePti911 trips W9u1d you
like to see run?' Not on1y does
BAIRS need your ideas, they also
need people to help carry these
ideas' out. Membership is voluntary
and open to all Bridgewater State
I students. Please let myself or any of
; the council. members know if you
are interested in joining up. There's
a lot of work involved, but also a:1ot
., of fun! It's a perfect way to become
involved in campus activities andto
be in on the ground level of the
planning.
.
Bobbie Wright' - President
Student Apts lOC-697-2352

The Council members include:
Intramurals
Lisa Vaillancourt-Vice President,
Student Apts. 8D 697-7270
Andrea Sweeney Student Apts. 80,
697-7270
Jim Hennigan 455 Summer St.,
B'water
David White 20i Scott Hall, x 356
RECREATION
Nina Roberts - Vice President 423
Shea Hall x 371
Michele Giroux Student Apts. 2D
697-9271'" "
Mark Bouchard,' 36 Main St."
B'water, 697-6897
Bob L'Homme 67 Eddy St. NQ.
Attleboro, 695-6429. ,
SPORTS
Kathy Boggan - Vice President,
Student Apts. 110, 697~3785
Cheryl Jackson, 4Whlg Rd.
.
Pocasset, 563-5093
Brian Whitman 1443 N. Main St.
Raynham, 827-8250"
John,Hibert, 128 .?cott Hall, x-356

B.A.I.R.S.

CALENDAR OF
EYENTS
NOVEMBER:
liThe Body Works"
Slimnastics Exercise
Workshop, every Tuesday and
Thursday during free hour
(small gym)
5&6: IntramuralUltimateFrizbee
Championships - 4pm on IM
fields behind Great Hill
6: Intramural Women's
Basketball Team Captains'
Meeting - MANDATORY
Thursday - free hour- G 121
Kelly Gym
10: Women's 1M Basketball
begins
10: 1M Volleyball Playoffs begin

Men's and Women's Arm
Wrestling Contest
(Date to be announced)

1M Touch Football Playoff
Championship Wrap-Up

It's never easy to call a touch
football . game, but refs Steve
Gadorette, Tom Hart, and Rick
Anderson were on top of things as
the Pound and Rough Riders battled
it out on the intramural fields behind
Great Hill on Monday, the 3rd.
The Rough Riders, coming. from
one defeat in the double-elimination
22: First Annual Bridgewater
play·off tournament, had to hold the
State College Turkey Trot
(3 mile cross~country race) . Pound in order to claim victory.
Their defense was tight, but not
Saturday -11 am -participants
tight enough to keep the Pound
meet in frontof Kelly GV m
Watch for detailed information from scoring. When the dust

HIGH EARNINGS

§FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS

National Travel and Marketing
. Co. seeks Highly Motivated
Individual to represent its
Collegiate Travel Vacations on
your Campus. No expo nee.
Will train ..

BEARS ENJOYING
BANNER SEASON

r

85.5-7120
or. W. rite
..cal.J. (.212)
Campus
Vacation
" Associations
. 26 Court Street
I?rooklyn, N.Y. 11242 _

by Gil Bliss
The BSC Bears football team, led'by fullback Mike Finnigan. The
Coach 'Pete Mazzaferro, is off to Bridgewater State team will be in
one of their finest starts in yea,rs, in good physical condition for the
currently sporting a 5-1-1 record, a contest and must win in order to
record that could be better were it . stay in the battle for the New
not for a mudflawed. tie against England Football Conference title
Nichols that dropped them out of a with league leader, Maine Maritime
Academy.
tie for the league lead.
The Bears have been led this
season by a stingy defense, a squad
that has allowed a paltry 45 points in
7 games, an average of 6.4 ppg. Eyen .
with the early season loss of Cocapt. and starting defensive lineman
Dan McNulty, the defenseFia.s
allowed the Bears. to play a ball
control game which in turn allows
them to take advantage of one ofthe
finest kickers. in the New England
small college ranks, Dave Hic~~y.
Coach Mazzaferro also cites fewer
turnovers this year as being the
factor in the teams' success.

DECEMBER:
3:
All-Campus Swim Meet
7pm. Gymnasium Pool

The . Bears coaching staff was
quite pleased with a fine team effort
in their 21-3 victory over Curry
College this past Saturday at MiltOli~
The staff once again praised the
~efensive squad headed by Co-capt.
Dave White, and the offensive line
was also. credited with helping the
team to victory.' QB Kevin Caban
showed outstanding field leadership
and· connected with wide receiver
Ron McCarthy for -two key passes,
one touchdown.

a

Eight selj.iors 'will be playing their
last home contest-~ Co-capt. Dave
The Bears will play their last home White, Sam Scola, Matt Roche~Joe
game of the season on Satur~ay Conceicao, Tom Hart, Steve
against the Boston State Warriprs .Aliberti,. Dave Hickey and Gene
at 1:30pm at Swenson Field. The Griffin. Dan McNJ,.llty has been out
Warriors are led by QBJohn Ragas, with a knee injury and senior Rich
who holds the career passing re<;ord LeBlanc will noiplay due t6 an in;ury
in. New England small college. in the Nichols game. It would be
football. Rogan has outstanding great to have the seniors go out as
receivers, and a ,strong runner,in winners in their last home contest.

cleared, it was the Pound who took
the Championship with an 8-0 over
All the teams involved in the
tournament played weJl and deserve
a pat on the bac k. Hearty
congratulations goes to the Pound
for a job well done!
The Pound Roster
Bill Govostes· ·Manager
Dave Pariseau
Bill Morse
John Macdonald
Rob Lee
Ed Kiberd
Paul Godino
Ted Leach
Dan Brandano
Mike Bishop
Mike Comiskey
Tim Kennedy
Len Houlker
Bob Kirschner
Paul Delegro
Mike Channey

Keating Typing Service
FREE Pick-up & Deliuery
Themes, Manuscripts,
Resumes· typed quickly,
accurately
Editing or criticism if desired
No job too BIG or too small

KEATING

HOME

TYPING SERVICE
588-9343

WOMEN'S SOCCER
HAVING A
by
L. Foster b'anehy

FINE SEASON

The Bridgewater State Women's Pembroke Women's Club (twice),
Soccer Club has covered much. East Bridgewater Women's Club
. ground since September. Through and Leslie College at home. They
the diligent work of Coach Kluza have visited Babson College,
and Mgr. Debbie Kenned:g the club Brandeis and LaSalle Jr. College.
has a ~welvegame season. Their' The women have improved
tremendously and can be
successful fund raising campaign
(a SO/50 raffle) helped delete the considered a source of pride to the
cost of jerseys and paid Bridgewater State College
transportation for a\A?ay games. Community. They have d?veloped a
(They WQuld like to extend thanks cooperative team effort which is
to all who sponsored this effort.)
seemingly unique to women's
. The Women presently holg a 8-1 soccer. Attendence of men's games
record,losingonly to CurryCoUege will frequently show the spectator a
with a score of 2-1 at home. They . great deal of individual player skill,
Ihave hosted Providence College, while women are displaying greater

teamwork capacities. You may still
come to see' the difference in game
play for yourself for the women have
3 games . left before wrapping up a '
season of hard work (in the
organization of the club and the
game play itself). They will welcome
Pine Manor College this Thursday,
Nov. 6th and ·two Whitman Clubs
on Nov. 9th and 16th at 3:00pm.
The coach and team would like to
extend special thanks to Scott
McCarty who has contributed
enormously to their season with his
eager and expertise advise and
always a fine job of officiating.
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Speaker Discusses Affects of Exercise on
Students with Cardiovascular Disease
by Susan Leoni
"Exc :rcise and Sport and their
Effect on the Student with
Cardiovascular Disorders" was the
topic when Dr. Marlene
Rabinovitch, . ' an Associate in
Cardiology from the children's
hospital medical center in Boston,
spoke at the Children's Physical
Developmental Clinic on Saturday,
November 1. "Children who are
handicapped or mentally retarded
often have other difficulties, and
very often that second difficulty is a
cong~nital heart defect," Dr.
Rabinovitch began. "In many
cases," she continued, "it is the
teacher rather than the iamily or the
physician tnat helos oick UP those

sympton:s that are needed to
determine the necessity for
treatment, surgery or changes in
medication associated wim neart
defects."
The guest speaker approached
the topic of cardiovascular
disorders by explaining first the
physiology of the normally
functioning heart and circulation
and then proceeded to explain the
various disorders that can occur.
If the heart is indeed functioning
normally, the blood entering the
heart from the body collects in a
filling chamber called the right
atrium. When the right atrium is full,
it contracts and the blood passes
into the right ventrir:le. As the rioht

Plymouth-Bridgewater Eye Associates
54 Broad St (Route 18),
Bridgewater

Dr. Sherman Geller
697-8001

General Optometry:
including-

'1-Examination
2-Eye Glasses
3-So/t and
Gas-Permeable
Contact Lenses

--------------------------THIS AD IS REDEEMABLE FOR
10% OFF ANY SERVICE
WHEN YOU BRING IT IN

ventricle contracts, it forces blood
into the pulmonary artery which
carries the ')!ood to the lungs. It is
here that carbon dioxide is
eliminated and fresh oxygen is
picked up. Next, the blood collects
in the left atrium; this filling chamber
contracts, and the blood t10ws to the
lefhientricle. The final phase occurs
when the left ventricle contracts and
forces blood in the aorta.
The first heart disorder Dr.
Rabinovitch discussed was "patient
ductis arteriosis". This is a case
when a "ductus" or opening in the
heart fails to close, permitting blood·
to be diverted across it into the
lungs. This creates an overload for
the lungs as well as the heart.
"Arterial Septal Defect" is
another heart defect which Dr.
Rabinovitch discussed. In this case,
blood is diverted from the right side
of the heart to the left side. This
occurs between the two upper
chambers of the heart. In the case of
the "Ventricular Septa) Defect", the
same type of condition exists only in
the bottom chambers of the heart.
In a heart disorder called
liT etralogy of F allot", there exists an
inability of the blood to pass through
the correct chamber. In this case,
blood that has little oxygen And too
much carbon dioxide is being
pumped back to the body, but
bypassing the lungs. When this
occurs, this child appears bluish in
color, particularly in the lips and
nailbeds.
J
I
Dr. Rabillovitch outlined some of
the symptoms of chilren with these
types of heart defects. Thev
generally display poor growth
because they are using up a great
many calories just on keeping up
with the strain on the heart and
lungs. These children are also easily
fatigued, very often to the point 01
cyanosis, experience shortness 01
breath and are often found 1n 0
crouching or squatting positior.
because they are physically trying.tc
manipulate their bodies to pum):
blood into the lungs.

"Aortic Stenosis was another the parents and teachers what the
condition discussed by Dr. child is actually capable of.
Rabinovitch. This occurs "when the
Dr. Rabinovitch also discussed
valve that directs blood out of the some of the additional difficulties
body is obstructed causing an associated with heart disorders.
extreme buildup of pressure. "This "These children are more prone to
is one of the most dangerous defects infections and the invasion' of
because these children appear bacteria, so special attention should
relatively asymptomatic," the guest be payed to any fever the child may
speaker _ said. She continued, have." The guest speaker also
"These children,as opposed to explained that those children with
those with other types of heart artificial heart valves can carryon
defects, do not know their own normal activities but many take
limitations and seem to be anticoagulant medicine which in
performing as well as the other effect thins out the blood. Injuries
children," It is only in some cases accompanied by excessive bleeding
that these children will experience or oosing may indicate the need for
inappropriate fatigue and very often a change in medication.
T-he last problem that the doctor
it is now until the child experiences
'chest pain,feels extra heart beats, or discussed was in connection with
has unexplained fainting episodes children wearing pacemakers.
that he and others become aware of These children should not
and diagnose his condition. paticipate in contact sports so as
"Childrenwith Aortic Stenosis not to disturb the pacemaker nor
should in fact, have certain should they participate in activities
restrictions on the types of activities that involve climbing high places
they participate in,"the guest from which they could fall and
speaker said .. "Weight lifting, disturb the pacemaker.
Dr. Rabinovitch concluded her
isometric exercises and competitive
sports put too much strain on the lecture with a question and answer
heart and the child should be period and by speaking on some of
restricted from these activities. "
the newest, developments in the
Dr. Rabinovitch also spoke of the diagnosis of, heart defects such as
use of the "treadmill exercise test." nuclear medicine and the use of
This test measures the child's ultra-sound.
Dr. Rabinovitch is an Associate
tolerance by increasing the inline
and speed of the treadmill upon Cardiologist at the Children's
which the child runs. The guest Hospital Medical Center in B,oston.
speaker explained that the test is
useful in measuring the child's
maximum performance level, in
measuring the child's progress over
a period of time, in prescribing
appropriate activities for the child
and in "clearing the stigmatized
child".. In. connection with this, Dr.
In
Rabinovitch spoke about the fact
that quite often, after a child with a
heart defecrhas corrective surgery,
he is perfectly.able to participate in
many and sometimes most physical
activities. Parents and teachers,
however, are often unaware .or·
skeptical of this fact and the results
of the tread mill exercise test show

Interested
.

Being

A contact lens
solution that
won't soak you.
Bames-Hind has made things a lot easier for tne"
hard contact lens wearer in four important ar.eas: cleaning,
wetting, soaking and paying. Our One Solution puts all
the important maintenance fup(~tions into one convenient
formulation. It gives you a nice little pric~ break, too.
So try our One Solution.l\nd enjoy the luxury of carrying
two less bottles around with you. And fifty more cents.

/

Available at most college book stores and drug retailers.

I

To the retailer: Barnes-Hind will reimburse you for the fa~e value of this coupon
'plus 5~ for handling if you receive it onrhe sale of the specified product and' if
upon request y.ou submit evidence thereof satisfactorily to Barnes-Hind. Coupon
may not be assIgned or transferred. Customer must pay any sales tax. Void where
proh'ibiled,taxed or restricted by law. Good only in U.S.A. Cash value: 1120'1.
Coupon will nOl, be h.on<?re~ if presented through outside agencies, broker or
. others who are not retail distributors of our merchandise or specifically authorized
by us to present coupon~ for redemptio~. For redemption of properly received
and handled C(~l.!po~, m,1l1 to: B3rnes~~md Pharmaceuticals, Inc. P.O. Box 531,
Sunnyvale, Cahforma 94086. Offer e;r;plre~ March .11, 1.981. Limil-one COUpOIl per
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nearest VA .offtce (check your
phone book) or a local veterans group.

I
purcha.le. TIllS coupon go,1d only
purchase III product Indicated. Any other me
I
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Vetinarian?

PA5S IT ON , LOTMR. .., VETERANS Of
WORLD WAR U, KOREAN CONfliCT!
POST-KOREAN AWDTHE VIETNAM ERA

ARE GENERAllY ElIGIElE FOR Gl
lOA~S FOR HOMES, FARMS AND
MO&llE HOMES!

For students thinking' about
Veterinary Medicine, ,there will be
an opportunity tCiJearn more about it
at an upcoming program. On
Saturday. December 6th, 1980 at
10:30 a.in., the Tufts Uiiversity
School of Veterinary Medicine is
having a s.ymposiumon Careers in
Veterinary' Medicine at The Tufts
Dental Health Science Building,
.,'"
Located in Boston.
The focus oHhis progrqm will be
to, .acquaint both enrollecf and
college bound'students and' thei17
advisors with tHe veterinary medical
profession at:ld the many' exicting
careers'that are a part of it. As New
Englands' only, Veterinary School,
Tufts has placed special emphasis
on e xpa nding education al
oportun,ities for students and on
providing services for farmers,
breeders, aquatic interests, and
animal owners. More than ever
befor€;!, '. veterinarians are being
called upon to solve' health i:md
environmental problems that
confront the entire region.
The progr:am on December 6th
will include panel' discussions by
veterinarians and Tufts veterinary
students; This session wjll 'be
followed by a film presentation and
advice for students preparing for'
Veterinary School.
For further information, contact
either of the. following: •Career
. Planning and Placement OffiGe or
Doctor Warter Hewitson'in the
Biology Department, 'Conant
Science Building.

12 The Comm ent November 6. 1980
Hey Hyde Park, TRANSFER!:! \'\:':thout me,
who'll break vour burts. dr~ out your ilghter.
and make y';u wait then never shol).'·~ You'::
make a grear veg.::tarian! SEe you ct Firchburg !

C la ss if ie d s

!{-Thanks so mucn for putting up v:ith all the
craziness and irritability of the past 5 ',l.?eeKs.
Ifs been rough·but 1m glad I lasted. Bur more
important , I'm glad \lIe did. ILl'. aiwa;,s, ME

PERSONALS
Cin· Happy Anniversary! It's been a super
year, and the future holds much promise.
Can't wait to go "reminiscing." Here's looking
at '821 URllY, L
To my roomie ClC- Although y~u shrink my
clothes, buy me presents, give me shit, hate
my iriends, I still love you·Love, your roomie.
... P.S. Give us any chance we'll take it. read us
anll rule we'll break it, we're going to make our
dreams cone true, and DO IT OUR WAY!
To Jerry· I hope your Garfield keeps you
company. You o\.\.'e me a dime for the paper,
but I'll donate itto the treasury, okay? From
the loyal Helper
What's wrong with Dave Pariseau and Dave
White? You two better snap out of it. What
happened to the crazy bastards we learned to
laugh at and hide from! Signed, Wildness

To the Cliquetles ·How's it all going? If you're
good I'll send you more personals later. Can'~
wait for the big bash. It better be a wild time.
Miss ~veryone but that RAVIOLI you have to
VJork with. See you soon. love, me. P.S. Karl,
who's John? Uncle Maxx says ''HJ!~
Hey Jean·Jean , How's Steven, how was your
weekend at Springfield? Did you ·behave·su re
you did. Still eating for 3 or did it change over
the veekend. Your roommate .
Oh Marida, Marida, Manda, How many mrs in
a liter? School is such a drag, Let's go smoke
half a bag. And when we're done, maybe life
will be fun. And if it's not we'll down some
shots.

Facettes and Shufflers; Trashed much" Good
Homecoming~ Fighting to wear our saspies!
Don't forget we love you J.P. Let's pIa\.' again
soon! Like it did we huh. The Fans
Jackie Severe·Hi beauiful, I would really love
to meet you. You must be ne\.\.' here, 1 didn't
see you last yeilr. Iwould've notIced. It you're
taken already then I lose. But if not, write a
personal next week, and we'll take it from
there. See you on Tues. and Thurs .. Hope to
meet ~... ou soon --A secret admirer.
Deb and Marybeth , will we ever drink White
Russians again? Ho, "never, never, never." It
was a night to remember -or is that a night to
forget? Rod Stewart, but it was our legs that
were holl More times like those girls! love, J.

W.G.M.III·1 would like to thank you for the
"Mean Jean"- I have seen the light. No more
brief stint I had as your Executive Advisor. It
head gamesofR obin Hood, it's real love! I have
was a true pleasure. Moe Howard
the man that I want! You deserved the crown,
but what an honor anyway! Sorry about JP, '
PW is definitely cute, go for it. It's nice to have Laurie S., Thanz so. much for the flower ·it
really meant a lot. Remembe r, I 'U be there
a friend, even a B-B Ra·Ra "River a river
anytime,·y ou were. Sorry it's so late. Pegs
w

Rock!,' is ahead in the bag the u.G.O.c.
contest and doing a fine, job at rape and
pillaging. Set a few fires and you'll be a true
Viking. P.S. Jason is the Pits.

"4 T's"· So Homecom ing wpsn't all we
expected. What a search I brought you on. and
the lands were dry. The ride home was cold
with the winaow down. Who was that
stranger? Pizza ;,vas good. Here is to better
times! "Eddie's (;;irl"

7A;
Thanks for the pajama party last
weekend·y ou know how I hate to sleep alone!
Even though! missed J.B. I had a good time.
Thanks for the waffles J.M., and Happy
Halloween -·to·oo-oo yuun!

Ricky, Short;e, Curly, Mark, Bill
MurrayCo ngratulatio ns! I knew you'd make it.
I'm glad Alpha has some more great brothers.
Sign me your Sixth wjnning pledge on
Halloween.

Goodnigh t Irene, Woof, Woof, Woof, your
troubles away. You don't have to live like a,
woofugee! No competition, you're a 10 in our
book. love, The Heartbrea kers·
To Mirna (alias lisa) How's Silvie? Always
remember room no. 4S;bunny mugs, our small
party, your healthy body. Good luck in the
future and GO FOR lTl (How jarrenl) You'·
. deserv.e a smack for that! We'll always be here
when you need us. Love Mary'(or Annie) and
Rhoda
Sweetpie: No matter the fact of 100 few smiles,
and too many miles, f will 5t ill remember yOU.
To the three Goons· Hey pigwQman, keep UPl
th~ ,work.:p~i,nga.goodb\l,~d~_ Sp,acema~·

nolN's Jr. tominQ'akirig'?"'Levey,'hovls yotlt
new snapper coming. Well, behave now. Your'
friend, RD. 4-eva/
To the "Born to Be Wilder" men on the 5th
floor, Thanks for. contributing to my. life's
theme. Always guarantee d for an awesome
party with you guys. ThanK,
.
Chris: love that Camara. Does that seat in the
S.U. have your name on it? Will you ever share
it? How come you are never seen in the
library? Oh, weU-Keep smiling, A friend.
Dodett: Hola Que Pasa? Thanks for the
pumpkin. I hope it survives! Make it home
much? Yes, I am your roommate . What time
are you getting up? What did you lose? aUf
W,N. are definately queer. Julett
To: Christ the2 Cronies- You've really madea
change in Art class, but for better or for worse
we won't say. Chris, Spellman was good, and
Mark so was Weymouth, but we're glad you
weren't with us. We'll miss you after class
ends. Guess Who?
Hey Bob Young·Ho w are you doing? Still
Republican? Hope you're candidate won. Is
this your first personal? Well it's your first from
me! More to come. Stay happy. Love, a Friend
MoGiiday , So I've lived next door to you for 2
years now! Boy aren't you lucky! I just wanted
to thank you for being my friend and let you
.know· you're appreciated. Your next door
neighbor_
Spam, Things are rough for you now, but
happiness is on the way. You're a special
person and Ijust wanted to let you know 1care.
Auds.
.
PICTURE: a person, youfselLP ROFILES !
Do it as only you can do! Love and luck,
Corinne
What does a housewife, an actress, a poet, an
·executive, a receptionist, a partisan, a clerk
and a waitress have in cbmmon? They~re all
making a dream come true, I can't ,thank you
enough for bringing them all to my life in such a
special... PROFILES. Thanks, Steve.
To the beautiful brunette that wearing a plaid
jacket and was sitting on the opposite side in·
the Student Union from 8 to 9, Thursday
morning (the 30th). I cQuldn't take my eyes off
of you. So come on over and Iefsget to know
each other. You won't be sorry!!

The Wimp·our fight was an experienc e
definitea night to go down in the history of
Scott Hall and BIM. I had a great lime. Oh, I
hope Frank enjoyed his letter, everybody else
did. By the by, how are your bruises? Your
loving wife, secretary, and roommate
BUZZOOMS!
Dear Doe, [ can see why you thought the
personal to Miss P. Loudmou th WClS to
youknow.who. life is ~ -tiring thing when you
have so many evenk: to rur: through! It's
bound to make Y0':l irritable and obnoxious ...

T. D. Scott Hall: I hope you saw your personal
las I week and are going to do something about
it. looking is nice, but talking gets better
results. J.
"Ski" I guess us Geograph ers just aren't as
"with it" as Cheerlead ers! But, see? I got off my
lazJ bones and wrote you a personal. What?
You want a brownie sondae? I'm sorry, this
ain"t /10 foolir'lg aroundl TC
Doreen· All set for our Holland beer date? I
am! I'll lind a spot. Ernest
To the BSC Woman's Vollyball Team. You
have the best looking girls on one team! I wish
you would play more home games. Are any of
you single? John McBride

------- ------- ------- ------- --or

Mark W· No more mixin Buds and So. Co.!
You were hurtin' for certaw! .,

Hi Donna Dumpling . Walk into any hands
lately? Guess who?

To Captain Trips and Bob Ace-The Dead is'
'Alive and Kickin' like Kingfish at SSC

Marie from Room 89. Where are my mittens?
Deb.

What a long strange trip it's been-the best is'
yet to come, Keep 0.. trud:in down
Shakedow n 51.
to Dan Romeo: I just want you that someone
thinks you are really cute. Too bad you don't
know who it is. And beliE:ve me, if she says
you're cute, you must be good looking.}r om A
person who cares.
Steve in 520-Do you have any extra
powder? The whole 5th floor

hii~'11

Stoney, Keep on playing those Mind Games or
Instant Karma is gonna get you. Mad !Jog
"Please pass the ketchup. I think it's gu;ng to
rain. Mad Dog
,

B. J. \,Ve've missed you in Western Civ. Come
caeK soon. The Three Musketee rs.
WhJtey . Glad to see you were back in ~'our old
form at Irish night. Not many people can drink
4 glasses of gin before the ice melts. Start
raising some hell its your last year remember .
Signed a muffdiver fan.

Ben S. Rumor has it rhat your getting married
to your new bombshell and LS. is writlng out
the invitations and catering the event. E.T.
Listeners
BLOOD DOPING LADY! I didn't get your
name. How will 1 find out how it comes out?
(The paper, that is). I mU,:>t know. The Old
Wrestiing Coach, 697·8866.
Culs, lake your new room but its a longwiilk
in the rain. Your party was rea! good!? W2
have much months of Sunday afternoon stl.dy
sessions left. Can't wait six pages in three
hours, not bad. Don't stop bothering rr.t'!, OK?

XOXX
Di, Lets show them towns don't m:,tter.
You're one of the necest kids I've met. Don't
give up the vitamin V! Hey, wanna g12: stoned'?
Your Budd!,'. D,

Scott from Scott, I hear your free nolV how
Hey Goon, What's that all over theVJall? Don't
about trying rhat blonde haired, blue eyed,
be a poor loser. I won the contest fair and
muscular body on a real woman for a change?
square. Study hard, I want to eat lunch with.
Waiting and anxio..Js
you next semester too!!! a teammate

Deb ·glad you're over the MN's. I'm not, but
I-iey , HMick.D~e~,;W~ere,: were, you
Ftofrlecbming Nights?Aft'lt ofbetr,'ho r enough' l'!!". ~,tin~,~tte~.D?1}'t Y-19l'l:'y abol,lt .being
wearing junky hats. Watch Ollt for
sleep? Meet me in Pennsylvania for some plas'tlc,
gourds and Galliano nelet month, but till broken glass, you could cut your lee I. We have
to work alit our plan for J& T soon.
thenlMFC S

To Bob with the Brown Eyes: Is Stephanie
really gone? When you build your house, then
call ME home. You make lovin fun and
crazy .... Christine
Lou B; Ahhhhhhh hhh! Pegs.
Donna . How's the action at the love-nest
under the Hill. Let's get stoned before, during,
and after Math. No more ravioli, study nights
in the Caf. or looking at roots under the
microscop e. I'll just study in the library.

To Ray, Joan·Dot, Jannet and Sally; let's all do
it again soon in the rat· we'll have fun and next
time we'll brtng Gayle. signed the Art Gang.

Kath- Where are you? I don't see you anymore
and I'm lonely. Why can't we straighten this
out? Star Tripper
.

glild I went. It was a decision that made my life
really excellent. life's just so much fun with'
you! We'U never forget "reminisci ng." ilyc. l
H

Maureen, hope your hand is feeling better.
Thanks for putting out so much of yourself to
'make me feel better. I really feel close to you
and I -hope and know that we will always be
tnat way. Thanks again, Sis. Love your kid Sis'

Jeannie, Cathy, Joanne, Carolyns ,lisa, Kim, For the girls who
love to run there fingers
Beth, Cindy, Donna, Sandy; Roses are.Red,; through golden locks,
there's more where that
Vialctsare Blue, How can I besotuck ytohave. came from. You
name the place and we'll be
friends like you? Thanks for a great birthday!' .• there. J. and D.
PS D wants JP bad!
love you alL.WA
Hey Chip· What's up? Are you still in a bad
mood. Boy you've been in one now tor about 3
weeks, Let's smarten UP. okay? I think you've
been partying toomuchl ! But that's good for·
ya. Be good and smile ( o~ce in a while-)
Your new buddy from history, Your "twin"

-...,; ..---- -:,.;- ----- -'

Doubleho okers, uYah!" Ooops! Weh! Cheek
check! Mount! Split jump! .Go Bears! Cheryl
cheer! I'm so confused! No hot buns or
ladyfingers that night. Alias j.c.s.

24 . Bet I can better than Dan the man.
Carol D . Luv yo' hayed Please lemme tuch it!
P:.lblo! Great punch! Tell Gonad I want the
room! R

G.M. What's wrong'? How's it feel to be a
member of the "S.S. Aggravati on Plus (sal.BC)
society"? NO man is worth losing fingers over.
Remembe r, keep your shoes on. Don't bomb
any more SUBPL
A.M.: "I hate this pIFlcP." Sound lamiliar'l One
of these days we·llioo/.; back and laugh at it all.
Until then I know we'lI make it if we stick it out
together. Looking forward to Fla. S.S. Moey.

5.5. Slle··Gon na miss you at F.I.C. Loved our
Rtunite and BrLmdy day on the beach.
Especially singing "People" out on the jetty.
Let's do it again. M.L.

Wednesda y night. Have we got plans for you!
Love,you r Ed.

1. 50 word limit.
2.2 dassif ieds per perso n.
3. Must be signed with name, addre ss, & phone .
4. Deadl ine: Frida y at noon.
.
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YANK, you stit! drive like a crazy woman

Hey, Buddy, look what you've done to me ...
Thanks for understan ding and just for being
here_ You're very special to me. ThEire's just
one problem. I hate bon-bons!!! Thanks again
and remembe r· if you run into any Hobbits .....

Thing II . H~ are you? Seen any other nice
THINGS lately? I've seen a few but not ~any.
How's Leung at the Rabbi's (Ha Ha)
Remembe r it's your last warning, No more
Bud tall Parties. After them nobody can stop
their legs· love, Thing I

Rule s For Clas sifie ds:

th~t:understands,

this, you will win a night listening to albums, in
my room.

JulIe F. Whats up'? Hell.I:'::; the r.:cord business
commg. I heard your iils! hIt went straight up to
*1. You know that smash hIt "You make me
laugh" Keep those good tunes coming and
don'l make anybody wacoh! Pat and the Hat

Co m m en t St af f
M ee tin gs
Tu esd ay s at 11 :00
All Ar e Welcome·

Di Buddy, You'd better keep your mind clear
this week! You've got a TaGH descision.
Hope you make the right choice! Someone

driver. When are you going to listen to some
albums in my room? If you guess who wrote

Hey Gravelpl!. 1(jO bad there :sn't a calling ror
Male·Fem ale wresrimg thoSE: Ilead locks and
bod,) slams could r.::ally come In handy. You,
sure get enough practice on all those poor
\.lCtims, someday though you rna!,' grab one
that will knock YOll Hat like ... BRUryO! sIgned
Bake and NtckO_l:itz

C. a gear ago .you invited me to Brown. I Thorough ly Modern Myrn: It cAn't be time for
accepted. I just wanted to say "Thank you, I'ml another birthday. See you for a good time

H
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De, I'm very disappoin ted in you. You broke 1I---_ _ _ _ _....._ _ _ _ _ _
_"'-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
your vow! But then agein we' all have our 1
weakness es don't we? Overalls
.1 1 - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _.,--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I love writing.'W hat lean't stand is t h e ! I - - . .
,;.-------------------------paperwor k -DeVries, Sweetie: love you! Will' 1
you be my genre?

'.

To my rose who is al\\iays waiting when I return
from the sea: All· my plunder' and bootey is
ours for safe harbor in your cove. Your
y.
.
pITa te.

1---- ---- --- --- --- --- --- -1

1 Classifieds are free to a/l students, faculty, staff, and administration of BSC.
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HI NEWTON

Itallion Siallion _, Hey Stranger _y~ti are a fo:x,I.1 Name/p hone:
Wish we
have more times like 10/17/80, 'Add
.
To t~e E)(hlElItlO~ 10 2B·Frostblt~en from, Niceanice~ould
! JCome over Sunday night and I
ress.
m~omng,or wh~t. Your cheeks must ~e red maybe we'll . get a
couple of high I ' .
. .
or IS that from bel~g sCluee.zed
scores... Maybeeve n a MI told you" so acheo!. Total Amoun
your pants on! JIm Funkltt, so much, Keep Do
me! Huggy .
.
I . _ _ _ _ _t Endosed
_ _ _ (non·8$
_ _ _ C).
_ _
,"l.,

Comment Housemot her: STop popping!!!
You will survive! We'll make it through this
mess together, You've got a friend. Your Ed.

Hey you· (In 316 Durgin) You're driving me
insane! You reCllly get into banging huh?

Andrea. Janel. jodie. Joe. Lynn and Tony,
Thank i,.OU so rnuch for Yol.Jr love. strength QI}d
understan ding. I \\:i:;11 there was a way I could
adequately repa~' each of yOll. Aill can say 15,
. Ar.';llme ~'Oll need a hllg ... · I love you all.
Thick ~.1c

. ,
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